
what is to be noted and what ignored could construct at least two
dozen other geographical correlations for the nephite scripture
which could be equally implausibleim plausible

As with ancient art for the ignorant rich the demand from
large numbers of saints for easy explanations of difficult subjects
which they are unwilling to pay the price to understand lies behind
the exploitation represented by these volumes ancient israel in-
sisted samuel give them a king and with equal impatience LDS
readers today bring down on their heads the kind of books that
serve them right

but all this criticism may be too narrow there isis plenty of evi-
dence that we latter day saints are gullible on many subjects not
just this one president harold B lee expressed impatience with
the rumor mongering which is endemic among mormonscormonsMormons our
folklore is rich from similar impulses the too generous standing
ovations at BYU are becoming legendary salt lake city has earned
a nationwide reputation as a center for stock fraud and douglas
stringfellow beguiled utahnsutahna for years now if these tendencies
are necessary accompaniments of the naivete of the meek it is a
small price to pay far better to associate with a people having
enough faith left that they can be gulled than to endure the com-
pany of the permanently cynical who fill so much of the world
but couldncoulden t we find a compromise position in which the wisdom
of the serpent protected us more often from the consequences of
dovelikedove like innocence hyrum smith observed in 1844 it is better
not to have so much faith as to have so much as to believe all the
lies the burden of repentenceresentencerepentence I1 suggest rests upon us all on
the reader who must be more critical and demanding of the writer
whose work he buys and on the writer who must be more critical
and demanding of himself

ELIASON JOYCE fresh meatlwlMeatneatmeatwarmWarmarm weather new york harp-
er & row 1974 145 ppap 6956.95695

reviewed by mary L bradford editor of dialogue A journal of
mormon thought

the jacket on fresh heafMeathedtmeatlwarmmeatwarmWarm weather proclaims this book
a novel but notes for a therapist would be a more fitting
designation a collection of dreams cottingsjottingsjottings letters poems remi-
niscences and jokes prepared by the patient in the hope that the
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therapist will be able to stitch them into a life this form puts all
the burden on the reader who playing the therapist must ask
what is this troubled disoriented young woman trying to tell

me
born in manti utah of jack mormon parents the heroine of

this autobiographical novel disappoints her father by being a girl
tries unsuccessfully to win the approval of her beautiful older sis-
ter wonders fleetingly about variousvarious doctrines of the mormon faith
and goes off to college inin the big city salt lake city there she
contracts a disastrous marriage becomes a mother divorces and
decides to move to los angeles somewhere on the hollywood free-
way she loses her acting ambitions becomes a script writer and
marries again again disastrously all of this is told in one or two
paragraph flashbacks complete with irritating switches in point of
view

As the reader therapist I1 would want to explore her relation-
ship with her sister I1 would want to know more about her feelings
for her father mourning becomes her at the end of his life and at
the end of her book when she identifies herself by the pet name
he called her in her childhood and says and then she knew who
she was does this mean that she was just daddy s little girl all
along if so so what does this represent growth on her part

and what am I1 to make of the passage a few pages later when
she visits her therapist and sums up her life in these words 1 I don t
want to immobilize a man in order to keep him anymore maybe
I1 don t even want a man anymore maybe I1 just want me it is clear
now clear as the green glass bookends that look like water I1

an admirably liberated statement I1 think at first and then I1 look
at the choice of words the use of maybe twice in one passage
seems to cancel out the assurance of it is clear now and are the
bookends simply a weak attempt at metaphor or an ironic lack of
clarity

I1 am alarmed that she would simply divest herself of her re-
lationshipslationships with men or threaten to without exploring her reasons
for always choosing weak men instead of strong ones like her
father anandid her grandfather while at the same time harking back
to her pioneer heritage in a seeming attempt to find her own
strengths why else would fitful installments from a letter sup-
posedly by her dead grandfather keep turning up on the left hand
pages and finally ending the book on the right hand side

she seems to blame the system into which she was born the
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mormon church and manti for her mixed up life and yet leaves
that unexplored as well the childhood memories of her dog her
playmates the town dentist the store the church the temple all
seem tame and normal and undeserving of blame yet she rails
away another lesson learned from the mormonscormonsMormons don t go
thinkinchinkin you re too good don t tell your daughter she s pretty or
it may go to her head don t get the big hat be humble this is
a few pages after we had been baptized into the church but didndian t
believe it but it was a good way of life A clear inconsistency
but consistent with her disorientation

much of her trouble seems to stem from a frustrating search
for her identity as a woman she is unsure of her appearance and
worried about growing older her relationships with other women
are unsatisfying and remembering a certain aunt reba who died
of cancer she fears her own death these attitudes often bring on
self conscious litanies like this one masquerading as a poem
there is something deadaboutdead about the way I1 do the dishes and wipe

off counter tops and move my legs and sit and stand
the writing is often as flaccid as a teenager s diary the figures

trite sometimes I1 feel completely flat like something just ran
over me and he looked like a piece of paper there are old
jokes one attributed to her daughter no I1 m not a mormon
I1 m just a human being and one to her grandfather when god
passed the rule about not drinking coffee he didndian t mean the
danes the scenes dealing with sex are awkwardly written the
writer seems to be watching herself writing and thinking how
daring

I1 must admit however that I1 am attracted by the immediacy
of some of the descriptions of people and places manti often
comes alive and to the insight the writer shows in dealing with
certain cultural discomfortscomfortsdis her definition of a jack mormon

jack mormonscormons are mormonscormons who aren t really or arent all the
way it usually means they are mormonscormons but they don t keep the
word of wisdom which forbids the use of tobacco alcohol coffee
tea coca cola drinks too hot or too cold or anything thats bad
for the body when you ask somebody are you a mormon and
he says hes a jack mormon that means he takes a drink it also
excuses him for almost everything

later at a hollywood party she is thrilled to be noticed by a
famous man with a legendary background As he approaches

she wonders if he is attracted by her purple dress or by her legs
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1 I understand you are from salt lake city he says and then
rhapsodizes over the mountains the temple and the sky room at
hotel utah when liehelleile asks the inevitable are you a mormon
she thinks the right answer is no but he is disappointed and
moves away with the words 1 I have always loved the mormonscormonsMormons

well actually I1 WAS I1 wanted to yell out to him I1 could
have said yes but now he is gone it wasngasn t my legs

such flashes of humor and insight make me wish that joyce
eliason had been able to turn these notes into a novel

MERRILL MELISSA pseudlpseudpseudo polygamistspolygamysPolygamys wife the true story
of one comanswomans struggle with modern day polygamy salt lake
city olympus publishing company 1975 167 pages 7957.95795

reviewed by elouise M bell assistant professor of english brig-
ham young university

polygamists wife is the true story of a woman married to a
modern dadayy polygamist for more than twenty years now a good
book about the problems lifestyles conflicts and circumstances of
contemporary polygamy is long overdue though obviously no re-
liable statistics are available reasoned estimates tell us that several
thousand men and women in utah and surrounding states are cur-
rently living in plural marriage theological considerations aside
for a moment from a purely scholarly point of view an accurate
account of a polygamous marriage of the 1970s would be valuable

clearly important for scholars of history psychology sociology
women s studies and other disciplines and without question such
an account would be interesting to laymen both in and out of the
church given america s stormy background on the principle sadly
polygamists wife is not even a start in the right direction

the story is written as a first person account of melissa
merrill s twenty two year marriage to frank merrill real
names are not used in actuality however the book was written
by a second party from conversations with the wife and from her
journals and diaries and herein lies the problem of the book

melissa merrill if one can judge from this account is an
extremely hardworking long suffering woman steadfastly devoted
to her twelve children and through most of her life almost super-
humanly obedient and submissive to her husband but melissa
is obviously not a woman of even ordinary perception perspective
or judgment we cannot fault her stalwart spirit we cannot help
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